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• This project will investigate to apply

machine learning to predict cricket match

on real time basis and predict the final

match result after .

• A comparison of these models would be

done with those in the literature.

• There are several techniques being used for

predicting the end result of cricket matches.

An approach of a predictive model using the

formula of the Duckworth-Lewis and HBase

database was used for querying different

conditions. Another approach of predicting

the matches being made is by projection of

the 2nd innings score and comparing it with

that of the 1st inning scores.

• In previous studies selection of factors such

as team strength, venue, teams playing the

match, runs being scored, toss and overs are

very significant choice to be made while

training the machine learning models.

• Classification models and regression models

are mostly likely used machine learning

algorithm in predicting cricket matches.

• All the data regarding the cricket matches

are available at https://cricsheet.org/ in yaml

format.

• The csv format of the dataset 

“ball_by_ball_details is available on 

Kaggle for  all the matches being played 

since 2008 to 2019”

• This dataset contains 178949 records, this 

ball to ball details would be manipulated 

and summarized to a new over’s based 

dataset with additional required features  

which would result to 28081 records.

• Framing a new dataset from the existing

dataset using both quantitative and

qualitative approach, which would result in

summary for each over.

• Collecting data for various factors that has

an impact on the game and append them to

the dataset accordingly.

• Selection of the factors by examining the

correlation between the factors.

• Train models by Supervised Learning with

the prepared data and scrutinize the results.

• Choose the model with most appropriate test

results.

• In coming days the model would help the 

cricket teams to make the necessary changes 

in their game plan by looking into the 

predicted results.

• The developed model could help the 

companies dealing with cricket betting in 

order to maintain their odds that are sold to 

people.

• In the future, these algorithms can be 

applied in different sports to plan a effective 

game strategy. 
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Figure 1: Number of matches won by each team since 2008 till 2019  
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The application of machine learning algorithms

on sports data is fascinating. Twenty overs is

most popular format of cricket and Indian

premier league (IPL) is a twenty over

tournament which is been conducted by the

Board of Cricket Council India (BCCI). The

tournament was started in the year 2008 and

has been continued till now. Therefore, there is

open data available for each ball being played

since 2008 till 2019. A platform has been

created for the technophiles, who are aware of

prediction technique to work with the

companies dealing with cricket betting, they

can also sell the prediction outcomes to the

professional gamblers. Betting is legal in most

of the western countries where people have

sources like Betway, Bet365, William Hill,

Coral and many more to place any betting they

wish to.

Apart from betting the prediction would

also help the players and coaches to work on

batting and bowling performance to deal with

the opponent team. Nowadays analysis of the

players performance is becoming more popular

which would help the team to select the players

for the team flawlessly in the same way

investigation of different factors to identify the

impact of these factors on the outcome of the

game we would be able to forecast the match

results.
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